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CONTRIBUTORS (in alphabetical order)
Adrian Ward (Plymouth) is a software artist and musician. He creates auto-generative software artworks and
performs music with Alex McLean under the name of Slub. His works include collaborative efforts with the
likes of Stuart Brisley and Geoff Cox. He recently participated in the Generator touring exhibition, and has
presented his work at venues like Transmediale (Berlin), Lovebytes (Sheffield), Rhizome (New York) and Sonic
Acts (Amsterdam). He has awards from Transmediale and Real Software, and an honorary mention from the
2001 Prix Ars Electronica. www.adeward.com/biog.html, adrian@signwave.co.uk
Amy West has worked for ARTICLE 19, the Global Campaign for the Freedom of Expression, on media
related issues in Africa. awest@kof-law.com
Anand Vivek Taneja (Delhi) describes himself as an ‘unemployed bum’ and is almost sure he likes being that
way. Otherwise he is a writer, researcher, film-maker, photographer, historian, quizzer and (very occasional)
transvestite. His areas of interest are urban histories and narratives, pop-culture as philosophy, and the
histories and politics of ‘fluid’ identities. bulle_shah@hotmail.com
Anna Faroqhi (Berlin) is a filmmaker and a writer. She studied music and mathematics before training as a
filmmaker at the Munich Film School. She has made several short and experimental films, exploring both
narrative and essay forms. Her films have been shown at several international film festivals, including the
Max Ophuls Festival, and the International Film Festival of Rotterdam. Her recent film Waiting is an essay on
waiting for the war on Iraq to begin in Tel Aviv in the spring of 2003. AnnaFaroqhi@t-online.de
Annie Gell (Washington, DC/San Francisco) graduated from Columbia University cum laude in May 2003
with a major in US History. She has worked with Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights in Washington, DC,
Médecins Sans Frontières in New York, and Sarai in Delhi. She plans to pursue a career in journalism and
international human rights advocacy. anniegell@yahoo.com
Arundhati Roy (Delhi) is a writer. She has written extensively against nuclear weapons in South Asia, the displacement caused by big dams, corporate globalization and global militarism. Her collections of essays
include The Greater Common Good and The Algebra of Infinite Justice. She won the Booker Prize for her
novel The God of Small Things, in 1997. Arundhati Roy was recently awarded the Lannan Foundation Prize
for Cultural Freedom (2003). smallthings@mantraonline.com
Arvind Narrain (Bangalore) studied Law at the National Law School, Bangalore and at Warwick University.
He is presently working with the Alternative Law Forum as a practising advocate as well as a legal researcher
interested in questions of law and exclusion. arvindnarrain@hotmail.com
Basharat Peer (Srinagar) is an independent journalist and writer. He has reported on the conflict in Kashmir
for rediff.com and India Abroad news weekly. His work has appeared in the Guardian and Financial Times

Magazines. He is working on a book about Kashmir. basharatpeer@rediffmail.com
Batul Mukhtiar (Mumbai) studied at the Film & TV Institute of India, Pune. She has worked as researcher and
‘fixer’ on international documentaries filming in Mumbai, for Channel 4 and BBC, U.K. Her films include16 4minute documentaries on Mumbai for an internet channel, EVEO, California and the independent docu-feature

150 Seconds Ago on life in Bhuj after the earthquake in January 2001. shootoutfilms@hotmail.com
Beatriz Da Costa (Irvine) is a Machine Artist and Tactical Media Practitioner. Besides her collaborations with
Jamie Schulte and Brooke Singer, she has worked with Critical Art Ensemble since summer 2000 and taken
part in the development and implementation of various bio-tech initiatives and models of contestational science. Her work has been exhibited at the New Museum in New York, ISEA in Japan and the World Information
Organization in Belgrade. She recently joined the faculty of UC Irvine as an Assistant Professor of Studio Art,
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Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. www.beatrizdacosta.net, beatrizdacosta@earthlink.net
Bhrigupati Singh (Baltimore) is doing his PhD in Social Anthropology at Johns Hopkins University in the US.
Before this, he studied in Delhi and London, and worked at Sarai-CSDS. bhrigupati@hotmail.com
Brooke Singer (New York) is a digital media artist and curator. She has exhibited and lectured throughout
the US and internationally. With NYC Wireless (www.nycwireless.net) Brooke is co-producing “Art in the
Wireless Park” events, bringing net art off the screen and into public spaces. She was recently appointed
Assistant Professor of New Media at SUNY Purchase.www.bsing.net, brooke@bsing.net
Christiane Brosius (Frankfurt) teaches at the South Asia Institute, Karls Ruprecht University, Heidelberg. She
has written Empowering Visions: The Politics of Representations in Hindu Nationalism (Anthem Press, 2003)
and co-edited (with Melissa Butcher) Image Journeys: Audio Visual Media and Cultural Change in India (Sage
Publications, 1999). chbrosius_4@hotmail.com
Computing Culture Group (Boston) is an art/technology/activism research group within the MIT Media Lab.
Recent projects include the DJ I Robot Sound System, Government Information Awareness, Critical
Cartographies, Doom Monitor, Haptic Opposition, and the Afghan Explorer. The group is led by Chris
Csikszentmihályi. http://compcult.media.mit.edu
Dakshinpuri Cybermohalla Media Lab (Delhi) The second Cybermohalla Media Lab was set up in the working class resettlement colony, Dakshinpuri, in June 2002. Dakshinpuri emerged as a colony during the
Emergency in the mid-seventies. At present there are twelve practitioners at the lab, experimenting with different media forms.
Kiran Verma has been with the media lab since it was set up. She enjoys writing, and is currently part of
a team working towards a tech-manual for young people interested in information technology.
Lakhmi Chand Kohli is a prolific and popular story teller. He weaves his stories from everyday encounters in his locality and the city. He is part of the team working on the tech-manual.
Rakesh Kumar has been with the lab for the last six months. An acute and sensitive observer of social
relations, his writings are an attempt to think about the incongruities, ambiguities and brutalities of life.
Sudip Das has just finished his formal school education and is now working to support his family. He was
at the lab for a brief period, during which he built long-term friendships with the other practitioners.
Daisy Hasan (Shillong) is currently pursuing a PhD on Television and Regional Identity at the University of
Wales. daisyhasan@yahoo.co.uk
Daphne Meijer (Amsterdam) works as a novelist, reporter and documentary filmmaker for various Dutch
media. She and her Afghan husband have spent 2003 living in Kabul and Delhi, where she is trying to finish
two long overdue books. meije548@wxs.nl
Darshan Desai (Ahmedabad) has been covering Gujarat for the past 15 years, primarily with The Indian

Express, but currently as a Special Correspondent with Outlook. He has covered all the major calamities that
have struck Gujarat during this period, including the recent communal violence, the 2001 earthquake, the
1994 plague in Surat, and the post-Ayodhya violence of 1992. darshan104@rediffmail.com
David Garcia (Amsterdam) is a visual artist, conference organiser, critic, teacher, and co-founder and organizer of The Next 5 Minutes festival of Tactical Media. Currently he is a Professor of Design for Digital Cultures,
University of Portsmouth/Hoogschool voor de Kunst Utrecht. davidg@xs4all.nl
Debjani Sengupta (Delhi) works as a translator and teacher of Literatures in English. Her edited and translated works include Mapmaking: Partition Stories from Two Bengals and Selected Columns of Taslima

Nasreen. debjanisgupta@yahoo.com
Dr. Craig Etcheson (Takoma Park, Maryland) is an internationally recognized authority on Cambodian
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history and politics, and has been working for more than a decade to prepare a formal judicial accounting
of crimes perpetrated during Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge regime between 1975 and 1979. He is an independent consultant on the challenges of transitional justice and reconciliation. etcheson@ix.netcom.com
Geoff Cox (Plymouth) is an artist, teacher, projects organizer and Senior Lecturer in Computing,
Communications & Electronics, at University of Plymouth, UK, where he is a member of the STAR (Science
Technology Art Research) research group. He co-curated the touring exhibition ‘Generator’ (2002-3) with
Spacex Gallery. www.generative.net/generator. He is now working on ‘Vivaria’, www.vivaria.net, engaging
with ideas around artificial life. www.anti-thesis.net/, geoff@generative.net
Hansa Thapliyal (Bombay) is a filmmaker. She is currently working on a visual documentary archiving project with Majlis, Mumbai. She is interested in developing ways to look at story telling. hansatin@yahoo.com.in
Iftikhar Gilani (Delhi) is Bureau Chief (Delhi) of Kashmir Times, the largest circulated daily of Jammu &
Kashmir headquartered at Jammu. He also works for Radio Deutsche Welle and is a regular contributer to

Daily Times and The Friday Times, both highly acclaimed publications in Pakistan. iftikhar@vsnl.com
Infossil Corrective http://digital-log.hfg-karlsruhe.de/combinatoria/archives/cat_manifest.html
Ivo Skoric (Rutland, Vermont) is part of the Balkans Program and founding director of RACCOON, Inc. He is
a widely published journalist (including BBC), web-master, and media activist. In New York he has produced
dozens of cable programs including Hrvatski Monitor. He is the innovator of the Cyber-Yugo project and his
hope is to serve as a vehicle for young Balkan exiles to set aside their grievances towards each other, begin
to listen to their personal voices, and look at each other in a different light. ivo@balkansnet.org
Jamie Schulte (Palo Alto) is an engineer with an interest in designing systems that engage human aesthetics, culture, and politics. He received a Masters degrees in Electrical and Computer Engineering and in
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) from Carnegie Mellon University. He is currently a robotics
researcher at Stanford University. He has exhibited work throughout the US as well as internationally including Canada, Germany, Austria, England and Brazil. jscw+@andrew.cmu.edu
Janko Röttgers (Los Angeles) lives and works as a journalist and book author. In 2001, together with Armin
Medosch, he co-edited Netzpiraten, a book about the culture of electronic crime. In 2003, his book Mix Burn

& R.I.P. came out in Germany. www.lowpass.de, roettgers@lowpass.de
Joasia Krysa (Plymouth) is a curator at i-DAT (Institute of Digital Art and Technology) and Senior Lecturer in
Interactive Media at the Computing, Communications & Electronics, University of Plymouth, UK. Currently
she is researching in issues around digital curating at STAR (Science, Technology, Art Research). Most
recently, she has co-curated conferences including ‘Hybrid-Discourse’ www.i-dat.org/projects/hybrid, ‘antiglobalika: tensions in the new global disorder’ (for WRO 03 Media Art Biennale, Poland) wrocenter.pl, and
‘Artist as Engineer’ (as part of ‘Interrupt’ symposia organised by Arts Council England) www.interrupt-symposia.org. http://x.i-dat.org/~jk/, joasia@CAIIA-STAR.NET
Gruppe Krisis Over and against the concepts of class and labour cultivated by labour movements as well
as social-democratic parties, the work of the German Krisis Gruppe, a loose network of Marxist critics and
theorists founded in 1986 to create “a theoretical forum for the rearticulation of radical social critique”,
retrieves a ‘darker’ and ‘esoteric’ Marx to offer a fundamental critique of labour and value. Authors
associated with Krisis, including Robert Kurz, Ernst Lohoff, Franz Schandl, and Norbert Trenkle, draw
on Marx’s critique of commodity fetishism, situationism, and critical theory, as well as the writings of
Alfred Sohn-Rethel and Moishe Postone. Krisis publishes a semi-annual magazine; see materials at
www.krisis.org.
Kristian Lukic (Belgrade) is cultural worker and researcher and founder of Eastwood Real Time Strategy
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Group. He is program developer in the new media centre kuda.org, Novi Sad, Serbia & Montenegro.
www.eastwood-group.net, www.kuda.org, krist@neobee.net
Lawrence Liang (Bangalore) is a legal researcher with the Alternative Law Forum. He is currently working in
collaboration with Sarai on a project that seeks to interrogate the politics of media and intellectual property
laws. lawrenceliang99@yahoo.com
Lyn Graybill (Charlottesville) holds a PhD in Foreign Affairs from the University of Virginia and is a faculty
member of UVA’s Centre for the Study of Mind & Human Interaction (CSMHI). She is the author of The South

African Truth and Reconciliation Commission: Miracle or Model?, Religion and Resistance Politics in South
Africa, and editor (with Kenneth Thompson) of Africa’s Second Wave of Freedom: Development, Democracy
and Rights. graybill@peoplepc.com
Mahmoud Eid (Ottawa) is Doctoral Fellow and lecturer of International Communication at Carleton University.
His publications and research interests include mass media and telecommunications, crisis management
and conflict resolution, modernity, and the political economy of communication. mafeid@hotmail.com
Martin Hardie (Maputo/Durango) is a bit of a nomad. He has managed bands, worked in Aboriginal Art
centres, been a solicitor, a barrister, an advisor to various members of the former East Timorese resistance,
and a university lecturer. He currently spends his time as a moderator of the nettime list, undertaking his
post-graduate research work and fulfilling his duties as a correspondent for www.cyclingnews.com. His ambition is to become the archetype of life within communism – at the break of dawn a cyclist, during the day a
cook, cyber-conspiracist and correspondent, in the afternoons a student and philosopher and, at nights,
simply pleasant company. auskadi@tvcabo.co.mz
Martin Shaw (Brighton) is Professor of International Relations and Politics at the University of Sussex, in
Brighton, England. He is the author of many books on the sociology of war and global politics, mostly
recently War and Genocide (Polity 2003), Theory of the Global State (Cambridge University Press 2000) and

Civil Society and Media in Global Crises (Pinter 1996). m.shaw@sussex.ac.uk
Meena Nanji (Los Angeles/New Delhi) is an independent videomaker, freelance writer and curator
currently based in Los Angeles and New Delhi. Her experimental video work deals with representations of
race and culture. deluxo2000@yahoo.com
Muzamil Jaleel (Srinagar) is the Srinagar bureau chief of The Indian Express. He has written extensively on
human rights issues related to Kashmir for The Indian Express and The Guardian (UK). He has been involved
in training programmes for journalists on human rights issues. muzamiljaleel@hotmail.com
Nancy Adajania (Bombay) is a cultural theorist, art critic and independent curator. She has written and lectured on contemporary Indian art, especially new media art and its contexts. Venues include Documenta 11,
Kassel; Zentrum für Kunst und Medien, Karlsruhe; the Transmediale, Berlin; the Danish Contemporary Art
Foundation, Copenhagen; and Lottringer 13, Munich. She was Editor-in-Chief of Art India. Adajania is co-curator for the exhibition Zoom! Art in Contemporary India (Lisbon, April 2004). nancyadajania71@yahoo.co.uk
Nandita Haksar (Delhi) is a human rights activist and Supreme Court lawyer. She was a professor in law in
the National Law School, Bangalore and the Law College, Cochin. She was in the legal defence team during
the SAR Geelani trial and is a member of the All India Defence Committee for SAR Geelani. Nandita Haksar
has documented human rights violations on the marginalized and oppressed by leading or being part of
many fact-finding teams. Her consistent fight has brought the issue of gross human rights violations by the
army on the people in the North-East to the centre of attention to democratic sections within India.
hakhon239@yahoo.co.in
Nitin Govil (Charlottesville) is Assistant Professor of Media Studies and Sociology at the University of
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Virginia. He is finishing his doctoral dissertation on Hollywood in India at New York University. npg1@nyu.edu
Oliver Ressler (Vienna) is an artist whose work includes exhibitions, site-specific projects and videos on
issues such as racism, economic globalization, genetic engineering and forms of resistance. His recent
ongoing exhibition project, “Alternative Economics, Alternative Societies”, has been realized in Galerija Skuc
in Ljubljana (SI) and Kunstraum Lueneburg (G). www.ressler.at, oliver.ressler@chello.at
Omar Kutty (Delhi/Chicago) is a Ph.D. candidate in Anthropology at the University of Chicago. He is
currently conducting his fieldwork in Delhi on the Valmiki community and its relationship to the Indian welfare
state. omarkutty7@yahoo.com
Paul Chan (New York) is an artist and a member of the Iraq Peace Team, a project of Voices in the
Wilderness, a campaign to end the sanctions against Iraq. Chan’s video work is distributed by Video Data
Bank (www.vdb.org) and his new media work is at www.nationalphilistine.com. manwichartist@yahoo.com
Rachel Corrie (1979-2003) was a student at Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington, USA. She
joined the Palestinian-led organization ‘The International Solidarity Movement’ through the group ‘Olympians
for Peace and Solidarity’. The organization uses non-violent means to challenge Israeli army tactics in the
West Bank and Gaza. Rachel was killed by an Israeli army bulldozer in the town of Rafah on March 16, 2003.
Emails to her parents can be sent to rachelsmessage@the-corries.com. www.rachelcorrie.org
Ranjani Mazumdar (Delhi) is an independent filmmaker, film scholar and visiting faculty at the AJK Mass
Communication Research Centre at Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi. She is currently a fellow at the Shellby Cullom
Davis Centre for Historical Studies at Princeton University (2003-04). Her publications and films focus on
women’s issues, popular cinema, politics, and everyday lives. Currently she is working on a historical study
of the Bombay Film Poster funded by the India Foundation for the Arts, as well as a co-authored book on
contemporary Indian film industry commissioned by the British Film Institute. rmazumdar2002@yahoo.com
Ranjit Hoskote (Bombay) is a cultural theorist and poet. He is the author of three collections of poetry, a
biography of a distinguished Indian painter, a co-translation of the work of a regional poet, and an anthology
of contemporary Indian poetry in English. His research interests include the relationship between globalization and the politics of neo-tribalism, and the development of urban cultural forms at the cusp between postcoloniality and globalization. Hoskote is also Assistant Editor at The Hindu. ranjithoskote@rediffmail.com
Raqs Media Collective (Delhi) is a group of media practitioners, filmmakers and writers. They are coinitiators of Sarai, with Ravi Vasudevan and Ravi Sundaram. Their work includes the installations 5 Pieces of

Evidence, Architecture for Temporary Autonomous Sarai (with Atelier Bow Wow), A/S/L, Co-ordinates
28.28N/77.15E::2001/2002 and Locationn; OPUS, an online application for collaborative creation; the
CD-Rom Global Village Health Manual v1.0 (with Mritunjay Chatterjee), and the films In the Eye of the Fish and

Present Imperfect, Future Tense. www.raqsmediacollective.net, www.opuscommons.net. raqs@sarai.net
Ravi Agarwal (Delhi) is a photographer and an environmentalist. He heads Toxics Link and Srishti, environmental groups based in India. As a photographer his interest lies in documenting ‘work’ and labour. He has
shown widely, including at Documenta11 (Kassel, Germany, 2002) and co-authored a book Down and Out:

Labouring Under Global Capitalism (OUP, 2000). ravig@del6.vsnl.net.in
Rehan Ansari (Lahore/Mumbai) has been Editor, Independent Press Association-New York. He also wrote a
weekly column for Mid-day (Mumbai) about life in Lahore in the late 90s and then about life in New York post
9/11. Currently in and out of Mumbai, he will return to Lahore in the fall to teach at Beaconhouse National
University. ansarirehan@hotmail.com
Renu Iyer (Delhi) studied fine arts at the Faculty of Fine Arts, MS University, Baroda. She is an artist and works
at the Sarai Media Lab as a designer and interface animator. renu@sarai.net
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Ricardo Rosas (São Paulo) is a writer, net critic and senior editor of Rizoma (www.rizoma.net), an electronic
magazine about activism and tactical media. He was a co-organizer of the Tactical Media Lab in São Paulo
and is currently working on projects involving mediactivism and tactical art. ricardorosas@uol.com.br
Sanjay Kak (New Delhi) is a filmmaker whose most recent film, Words on Water, is about the struggle against
large dams in the Narmada valley. After making his way through mainstream television (where he produced
news, game-shows and travelogues!) he has worked in documentary film for the last 15 years. He is active
in the documentary film movement and the Campaign against Censorship. octave@vsnl.com
Sanjay Sharma (Delhi) is a historian teaching at Delhi University and Zakir Husain College, New Delhi. He is
the author of Famine, Philanthropy and the Colonial State: North India in the Early Nineteenth Century and

Capitalism and Imperialism, and co-editor of Deewan-e-Sarai. He was an Asia Fellow in 2003 based in Beijing,
and has worked as a freelance journalist and a broadcaster for the BBC. sanjaykusharma@yahoo.co.in
Sasja Barentsen (Amsterdam) is an accidental photographer. sasja@echomania.com
Shahid Amin (Delhi) is Professor of History and Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Delhi.
Among his publications are Event, Metaphor, Memory: Chauri Chaura, 1992-1995 (1995), and, as co-editor,

“Peripheral’” Labour? Studies in the History of Partial Proletarianization (1997). He is a founding editor of the
journal Subaltern Studies, and is currently working on a Concise Encyclopedia of North Indian Peasant Life.
shahid@csdsdelhi.org
Shakeb Ahmed (Delhi) works as a freelance television cameraman and has travelled to Iraq, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, UAE and Jordan on news assignments. He has a post-graduate degree in Mass Communication
from MCRC, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi. Currently a Sarai Independent Fellowship holder (2003-04), he
is studying “Locally Produced Media and Associated Practices in Jamia Nagar and Satellite Colonies, Delhi”.
ahmedshakeb@angelfire.com
Shohini Ghosh (Delhi) teaches video at the Mass Communication Research Centre, Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi.
She is an independent filmmaker and a co-founder of the Media Storm Collective. Her recent film, Tales of

the Night Fairies, looks at the life and work of sex workers in Kolkata. shohini@nda.vsnl.net.in
Soenke Zehle (Saarbruecken) teaches in the Transcultural Anglophone Studies (TAS) program at Saarland
University, Saarbruecken, Germany, focusing on media studies and political ecology. soenke.zehle@web.de
Stephen Marshall (New York) is the co-founder and creative director of Guerrilla News Network, a net-based
alternative to the corporate-owned news media. A writer and Sundance-award winning documentary filmmaker, Stephen’s work has focused on challenging the conventional approach to story-telling. Over the past
fifteen years, he has worked and traveled in over 50 countries. stephen@gnn.tv
Subarno Chatterji (Delhi) is a Reader in the Department of English, University of Delhi. He received his PhD
from the University of Oxford in American poetry and the Vietnam War. Recent publications include Memories

of a Lost War: American Poetic Responses to the Vietnam War (2001). He is the co-editor of India in the Age
of Globalization: Social Discourses and Cultural Texts (2003). subarno@mantraonline.com
Sudhir Krishnaswamy (Oxford) is a College Teaching Fellow in Law at Pembroke College, Oxford. His teaching and research interests include Public Law, Jurisprudence and Property Law. He is an Independent
Research Fellow as part of the Sarai-CSDS/ALF project on ‘Intellectual Property and the Knowledge/Culture
Commons’. sudhir.krishnaswamy@law.oxford.ac.uk
Taran Khan (Aligarh) is an independent filmmaker and writer. She is currently based in Aligarh.
133344@soas.ac.uk
Tarun Bhartiya-Maithil (Bihar/Shillong) is a Hindi poet, videomaker (all kinds of videos considered) and a
member of the freedom project and splitENDS media group. tarunbhartiya@rediffmail.com
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Taslima Nasrin (Boston) is a Bangladeshi writer, medical doctor, and spokesperson for human rights. She
was exiled from Bangladesh by a fundamentalist fatwa calling for her death, following the publication of her
novel Lajja. She is currently a fellow at the Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at the Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard University. Nasrin has been awarded the Ananda Purashkar, and the Sakharov Prize
for Freedom of Thought. Her recent book Dwikhandita has been banned in Bangladesh and in West Bengal,
India. www.taslimanasrin.org. Taslima_Nasrin@ksg.harvard.edu
Toby Miller (New York/Riverside) is the editor of Television & New Media and the author of several books
on citizenship, culture, the media, and sport. He is moving from New York University to start a new
Department of Media and Performance at the University of California, Riverside, in 2004.
toby.miller@nyu.edu
Zainab Bawa (Mumbai) is currently based in Mumbai City but travels across the world. She is passionately
interested in the issues of human communication and conflict resolution. She is a creative writer and aspires
to develop innovative systems of human, economic and community development. She is currently a Sarai
Independent Fellowship holder (2003-04). zainabbawa@yahoo.com
EDITORS (in alphabetical order)
Awadhendra Sharan (Delhi) is a historian and a Visiting Fellow at the Centre for the Study of Developing
Societies. He is also a Fellow of the Sarai programme. He is currently working on a research project that
connects environment and urban space, with reference to the city of Delhi. He also coordinates the archival
activities at Sarai. sharan@sarai.net
Geert Lovink (Amsterdam) is a Dutch-Australian media theorist, activist and internet critic. He is currently
lecturer/researcher at Amsterdam Polytechnic/University of Amsterdam. He is the co-founder of mailinglists
such as Nettime and Fibreculture, the Australian network for new media research and culture and author of

Dark Fiber, Uncanny Networks and My First Recession. geert@xs4all.nl
Jeebesh Bagchi (Delhi) is a media practitioner, researcher, artist and filmmaker with the Raqs Media
Collective, and one of the initiators of Sarai. He has been coordinating the Cybermohalla project (with Ankur,
Delhi) and Knowledge/Culture Commons project (with ALF, Bangalore), and is currently working on a series
of inter-media and digital projects at the Sarai Media Lab. jeebesh@sarai.net
Monica Narula (Delhi) is a media practitioner, artist, filmmaker cinematographer and photographer with the
Raqs Media Collective, and one of the initiators of Sarai. She is currently working on a series of inter-media
and digital culture projects at the Sarai Media Lab. monica@sarai.net
Ravi Sundaram (Delhi) is a fellow of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and one of the
initiators of Sarai. He coordinates the Public and Practices in the History of the Present project at Sarai.
ravis@sarai.net
Ravi S Vasudevan (Delhi) is with the faculty of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, and one
of the initiators of Sarai. He coordinates Sarai’s media city research project with Ravi Sundaram. He
researches the history of film and has edited Making Meaning in Indian Cinema (2000). raviv@sarai.net
Shuddabrata Sengupta (Delhi) is a media practitioner, artist, filmmaker and writer with the Raqs Media
Collective, and one of the initiators of Sarai. He is currently working on a series of inter-media and digital
culture projects at the Sarai Media Lab. shuddha@sarai.net
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SARAI READERS
The Sarai Readers are annual anthologies of essays, critical writing and image-text assemblages
around a given theme. They have brought together perspectives on media, technology, culture,
politics and city life. www.sarai.net/journal/journal.htm

01 THE PUBLIC DOMAIN (2001)
ENTERING THE PUBLIC DOMAIN - CLAIMING THE CITY - OLD MEDIA/NEW MEDIA: ONGOING HISTORIES INTERNET INTERVENTIONS - WETWARE: BODIES IN THE DIGITAL DOMAIN - ‘FREE AS IN FREEDOM’:
SOFTWARE AS CULTURE - <ALT/OPTION>
ISBN 1-57027-124-0 : INR 150 : US$ 12 : Euro 12

02 THE CITIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE (2002)
URBAN MORPHOLOGIES - THE CITY AS SPECTACLE AND PERFORMANCE - THE STREET IS THE
CARRIER AND THE SIGN - FOR THOSE WHO LIVE IN CITIES - CYBERMOHALLA DIARIES - 9/11- MEDIA CITY
- VIRTUAL ARCHITECTURE + DIGITAL URBANISM - THE POLITICS OF INFORMATION - <ALT/OPTION>
ISBN 81-901429-0-9 : INR 250 : US$ 18 : Euro 18

03 SHAPING TECHNOLOGIES (2003)
LEVERAGES - EXCAVATIONS - SCANS - REGISTRATIONS - DEVICES: CYBERMOHALLA DIARIES IMAGINATIONS + AESTHETICS - ENCODE + DECODE - PRACTICES + POLITICS - <ALT/OPTION>
ISBN 81-901429-3-3 : INR 295 : US$ 15 : Euro 15

SARAI HINDI READER DEEWAN-E-SARAI
The Deewan-E-Sarai brings together contemporary critical writing in Hindi on urban space, the
politics of language, popular culture, media and the public domain.

01 MEDIA VIMARSH://HINDI JANPAD
VIRASAT: PRINT/RADIO/T.V - BHASHA KE BOL - SANCHAR KE NAVACHAR: SANDHARBH AUR VIKALP
ISBN 81-901429-2-5 : INR 175 : US$ 15 : Euro 15

02: SHAHARNAMA (forthcoming)
Focuses on cities past and present, especially Delhi, by enabling a dialogue between social science and
literary imaginations in Hindi and Urdu. The collection brings together writings by young and emerging
writers, revisits older histories and inscribes the contemproary in a fresh register.

MEDIA NAGAR O1 (Hindi)
Records contemporary transformations in the urban mediascape of Delhi. Emerging from a year's work of
the Publics and Practices Project at Sarai, the document looks at labour, markets, distribution networks,
intellectual property, copy cultures, cable, multiplexes, B-movies, posters and piracy. INR 25

THE CYBERMOHALLA PROJECT
The Cybermohalla Project's interpretative encounters with urban space in occasional publications
www.sarai.net/community/saraincomm.htm

GALIYON SE/BY LANES
DIARIES FROM THE COMPUGHAR ISBN 81-901429-1-7 : INR 250 : US$ 15 : Euro 15

BOOK BOX
10 BOOKLETS, 5 POSTCARDS AND A CD ROM : INR 250 : US$ 12 : Euro 12
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